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Story 
 
 

Most people have heard of withershins - the ritual where one runs around a church three 
times at midnight. Some claim you’ll meet the devil. Others say you will be transported to 
the Netherworld. What happens to Michelle is quite different. She finds herself trapped in 
the past of the Red River Settlement, forced to survive without modern conveniences. A 
native shaman tells her she is the chosen one, but Michelle has no idea why. As she 
struggles with life in a primitive time, she learns more than just how to survive. Despite 
facing illness, death, and bigotry, she learns patience and even falls in love, as much as 
she tries to avoid it. 

 

 
 

The Author and Illustrator 
 
Susan Rocan grew up in Winnipeg. She has always loved words, their meanings, 
origins, and the way they sound. She teaches speech and language and American Sign 
Language  to special needs students within the Seven Oaks School Division. 
 
 

 
Author’s Note 

 
Although Withershins was intended simply for recreational reading, it can also be applied 
to any Middle Years or High School curriculum. Every question need not be answered. 
They are merely suggestions for further study. Feel free to invent your own assignment 
questions in addition to, or instead of, those suggested. 
 
Specifically, the target grades are 6 and 11, which study Canadian History including the 
fur trading years of Manitoba (according to curriculum guides at the time of publication). 
The guide is set up so that each reading assignment can be photocopied for the 
students. It also provides an answer key for the teacher that refers to the sections where 
the information can be found.   
 
I hope this novel will be a useful accessory to the current Canadian History curriculum, 
as well as an addition to your Language Arts program. Look for the sequel, Spirit Quest, 
(due out in the spring of 2010) which begins with Michelle’s return to the past and 
explores her personal journey of self-discovery.   
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Teacher’s Guide for Withershins 
 
 
How to use this guide:  
 
There are generally three parts for each block of reading. A Prelude to Reading 
includes vocabulary unfamiliar to the younger and weaker readers that should be 
discussed to better their understanding of what they will encounter in the section. They 
should maintain a ‘vocabulary diary’ or ‘journal’ to keep track of unfamiliar words as they 
read, as well as those discussed in class. There is usually a paragraph or two that 
should be discussed before reading, so the reader can bring prior knowledge to the 
reading experience. It will also give the student something to think about as they read to 
assist in their comprehension. 
 
The second section provides Comprehension Questions based on the reading 
assignment to judge their understanding of what they have just read as well as 
provoking their thought processes. Some segments may include terminology used in the 
study of literature, such as ‘protagonist’, ‘antagonist’, ‘foreshadowing’, etc. Others are 
meant to stimulate discussions about social, political, or historical points of view. 
 
The third segment includes Enrichment Questions that can be used separately, or in 
conjunction with a history lesson. Most of these questions relate specifically to people, 
places, lifestyles and cultures found during the time period in which the story is set. They 
can also be used to assess research skills and the student’s ability to write an essay 
paper.  Some assignments require interpretation of information and assimilation through 
the physical manipulation of materials in order to stimulate creativity and provide an 
outlet other than writing to express their knowledge of a subject.   
 
There is a Bibliography at the end of this guide of all the books that the author used for 
her research. When the author began writing the story, the Internet was in its infancy so 
it wasn’t used as a major source of information. If the students use the web when they 
research any of their assignments, make sure they document where they got their 
information so you can ensure it came from a legitimate site. 
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Answer Key 
 
Prologue/Chapter 1 
 
Prelude to reading: 
 
1. Vocabulary 
 
Discuss the following words with your class.  Have the students look them up in a 
dictionary to learn their definitions.  After the students read the chapter(s), have them 
write out the most appropriate definition in their notebook, based on the context of how it 
was used in the story. Also, have them record any unfamiliar words and discuss their 
definitions after they read the chapter(s). 
 
sarcophagus     shrouded  disembodied  relented    lowed         tempest         
cowered brogue         eccentric           bestowed flounced pockmarked 
  
2. Discuss the following paragraph before they read: 
 
One word that might not be found in your school dictionary is the title of the book. 
According to the Dictionary of Celtic Mythology, ‘withershins’ means “to take a course 
opposite that of the sun, i.e. counter-clock-wise, left-hand-wise, or to circle an object, 
building or monument by keeping it on the left”. The author has provided her own 
definition, which can be found in the prologue.  In the context of the story, the word 
‘withershins’ was described as a ritual where ‘you run around a church three times at 
midnight.’  Have you heard about this ritual?  What do you think will happen?  Read on 
to find out if you are right. 
 
Comprehension Questions 

 
1. “Suddenly, a chill breeze blew my hair away from my neck, sending goose bumps  
      down my back and arms.  I shivered and went to find my friends.” 
     “Whatever the reason, it changed my life forever . . .” 
2. With the phrase: “we were supposed to be doing research for our eleventh     
      grade history project.” It is evident that Michelle is between 16 & 17 years old. 
      To impress Jason: page 2: “Maybe I just wanted to show him I wasn't chicken.”    
      Page 8: “I was furious at Jason and Kevin for talking me into all this – and mad at  
      myself for giving in to Jason's charm.” 
4.   Page 2: “creepy place”; page 3: “ghostly voices”, “spooky place”, “eerily writhing    
      shadows”, page 4: “mist pouring over the wall like the froth of some witch's brew”,     
     “shrouded in mist”.  Accept such descriptions as dramatic, suspenseful, spooky. 
5.   Harvest Moon’ refers to the time of year, so we know the story takes place in the fall. 
6.   Examples of foreshadowing: page 2: “I wished he could speak to me of those historic 

days.  I'd get an 'A' on my report for sure!  Suddenly, a chill breeze blew my hair 
away from my neck, sending goose bumps down my back and arms.”   

      Page 8: “I whirled away from the river towards the church, but saw no tall steeple, no   
      stained glass windows, only layers of Tyndall stone bricks stacked three high, as if  
      the entire building had been torn down.  Or as if . . . a sudden, insane thought  
      gripped my mind . . . it looked as if it was in the initial stages of construction.” 
      Page 9: “oddly primitive house”, “old-fashioned latch”, “man in a striped, knee-length  
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nightshirt, woman”, “wearing a frilly flannel nightgown and cap” 

7.   Euphemisms for ‘insane’: “nuts”, “off my rocker”, “uncertain about my sanity”, “crazy”. 
8.   Michelle thinks the Cochranes are “old-fashioned”, “harmless enough,” “eccentric”, 

“unusual couple”. 
       Reverend Cochrane: Scottish, “a balding, middle-aged man in a striped, knee-length 

nightshirt”, changed into a “ dark jacket under white ruffles that flounced at his neck”. 
 Annie Cochrane: Scottish, “wearing a frilly flannel nightgown and cap”, “cowered”, 

“nervous hand”, considerate because she gave Michelle a quilt for comfort. 
9.    Accept any answer if they provide an adequate argument to support it. 
 
Enrichment Questions (historical tie-ins) 
 
These can be useful in class discussions or given as individual assignments. The 
Bibliography at the end of this resource includes those used by the author, but you may 
find many more books and on-line sites that can be made accessible to the students for 
their research. 
 
1. To what specific place does Michelle begin her adventure? Find it on a map.   
2. The church has an interesting history.  Find and state at least 3 facts about it. 
3. What does a Red River cart look like?  Although nails were available in some places, 

they were not generally used in the construction of these carts.  Why?  What was 
used to hold it together?  How do you think their comfort would compare with today’s 
vehicles?  The settlers did not put grease on the wheels of a Red River cart.  Can 
you think of a reason why they wouldn’t?  Try to build a model of one with materials 
similar to those originally used. 

 
 
Chapter 2 
 
Prelude to reading: 
 
1. Vocabulary 
 
Discuss the following words with your class.  Have the students look them up in a 
dictionary to learn their definitions.  After the students read the chapter(s), have them 
write out the most appropriate definition in their notebook, based on the context of how it 
was used in the story. Also, have them record any unfamiliar words and discuss their 
definitions after they read the chapter(s). 
 
plaintive     pulpit  Reveille Union Jack scrutinized swooned  
infatuation    chastised blotter  ruddy         jostling       correspondence 
 
 
 
2. Before your students read the next chapter, discuss what they’ve learned so far and 
where she’s going with the Reverend. Do any of them know where the Lower Fort is or 
have any of them been there? Ask them to pay attention to the author’s descriptions as 
they read and see if anything seems familiar to them. 
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Comprehension Questions: 
 
1. Michelle has conflicting feelings: still unsure if situation was real or a dream.  As well 

as, page 15: “Exhausted and confused”, page 17: “Curious”, page 18: displayed 
“anger and embarrassment”, page 19: “annoyed”, page 26: “Tired of being the focus 
of their conversation”, page 29: wished she “would wake up soon”, page 31: 
“Horrified”. 

2. Michelle’s description: page 22: “The doctor scanned my clothes, from my jeans and 
runners to the zippered hooded sweater beneath my jean jacket”, “long dark hair”. 

4. Accent differences: Scottish (Cochranes, Duncan) brogue uses ‘ye’, Dr. Buchanan 
uses British English with no ‘ye’.  Differences indicate their countries of origin. 

5. Dr. Buchanan is from London and “came with the army”.   He thought he “would be 
working in the East where the settlements are larger and safer”. He  “signed a 
contract . . . for four years.”  Maddie said, “Lost his wife on the voyage here. Then his 
daughter.” 

6. Early settlers used ‘commode chairs’ & ‘chamber pots’ as toilets.  They used rags for 
toilet paper.  Before plumbing, water jugs and washbasins were used for washing 
hands.  Every bedroom had a washstand for these items.  Fireplaces and wood 
stoves heated their homes and candles were used for light. 

 
Enrichment Questions: (historical tie-ins) 
 
These can be useful in class discussions or given as individual assignments. To help 
make the setting more real for the students and assist in their research in answering 
these questions, perhaps a field trip to Lower Fort Garry could be arranged. 
 
1. You already know that one of the settings for the story, St. Andrew’s church, is a real 

place.  In chapter 2, another real place is described.  The ‘Lower Fort’ has played an 
important part in Manitoba’s history. Can you locate it on a map?  

2. In this story, Michelle is introduced to Governor George Simpson.  He is not related to 
the cartoon character you know as ‘Homer Simpson’, although they do have at least 
one physical feature in common.  Do a little research to find out what the governor 
looked like at various times in his life.  What else can you find out about him?  Write a 
one-page essay on George Simpson.  Some things you should consider when writing 
your essay:  Why did he have the Lower Fort built?  When did he come to live in the 
fort?  How long was he governor?  When did he live at the fort?  Who was his 
replacement when he returned to England? 

3. Fashions were very different in the mid-eighteen hundreds than they are today.  This 
is why the Reverend and Duncan thought Michelle was a boy.  In a couple of 
paragraphs, describe the type of clothes worn by the men and women of 1846. Draw, 
trace or photocopy an example of each style. 

4. The early settlers did not have cameras, TVs and computers to record information 
and events, so how do we know what happened back then?  What did they use?  

5. In this day of instant messaging, there are many technological ways of 
communicating with people over great distances in a matter of seconds. What 
methods did they have in the mid-eighteen hundreds? On Michael’s desk, Michelle 
noticed ‘sealing wax and a gold stamp’. How would they be used? 
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Chapter 3 
 
1. Vocabulary 
 
Discuss the following words with your class.  Have the students look them up in a 
dictionary to learn their definitions.  After the students read the chapter, have them write 
out the most appropriate definition in their notebook, based on the context of how it was 
used in the story. Also, have them record any unfamiliar words and discuss their 
definitions after they read the chapter. 
 
condescending disdainfully  swagger    poise  sutures bayonet 
oilcloth   prattled scullery vignette tardiness pemmican      
veranda      ornately  
 
Comprehension Questions 

 
1. Differences, accept the following: blacksmith; trading store; boardwalk; woman wore 

long dresses and bonnets not pants and baseball caps; “soap was made with lye and 
cooking fat with no added lotions or skin softeners” (page 38); barter system used 
more than cash, eg, page 39, when soldier paid the doctor with buffalo sinew, the 
buffalo/ animal pelts/pemmican was traded for everything; oilcloth often used instead 
of glass for windows; slop bucket instead of garbage disposer, running water. 

     Similarities: snobs; girls who want to be in the ‘cool group’; flirts; alcohol still used to 
clean wounds; pesky younger siblings. 

2. Michelle allows things to happen to her because she is curious about the situation in 
which she has found herself.  Proof: page 33 – “Curious, I strode across the yard to 
join the ladies.”  

    She also believes it is just a dream, one from which she will soon awaken. Proof:    
    page 41 – “Since I seemed to have little choice in the matter – and this was  
    supposedly all just a dream – I meekly let Madelaine lead me to the counter.”  
    In addition, she is searching for answers as to what is happening to her.  Proof:  
    page 47 – “I decided to go with them.  Perhaps they might answer some of the  
    burning questions that had plagued me since I found myself in this outrageous  
    situation.” 
3. Accept any answer if they provide an adequate argument to support it. 
4. Elizabeth Wellington’s personality: a) wealthy – “her dress was much newer than the 

others”; b) snobbish – “she held her head high as though she thought herself well 
above those present”; “No respectable lady wanders about in public without a 
bonnet”; c) bigoted – “Is your mother an Indian?" she asked disdainfully.” d) easily 
irritated when confronted – “Elizabeth was in no mood to have her friends tag along.  
She shooed them away”; e) flirty – “Lizzie would not be snubbed.  She hooked her 
arm through his and escorted him to the main house.” 

    Michelle’s reaction to her: a) dislike – “her whole attitude put my back up”;  
    “I bristled”; b) jealous – “ I felt relieved that Duncan showed her so little interest”;  
    c) annoyance – “I noticed with dismay, that Lizzie was the only one who did not  
    murmur a welcome.” 
5. Michelle's chores: helping to make the meals, emptying chamber pot in morning; helping  
     the doctor 
6. They are French; 'd' for 'th', leaving endings off words. 
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Enrichment Questions:  (historical tie-ins) 
 
These can be useful in class discussions or given as individual assignments. 
 
1. Since it was first built, Lower Fort Garry has gone through many changes.  Michelle 

noticed differences between her modern-day visit and her current situation.  Name 
some of them.  The author may have left out some of the things that are now at the 
museum.  If you have been to Lower Fort Garry, describe what you remember in 
addition to what was written.  

2. Harriet mentioned the soldiers staying at the Lower Fort as the ‘Regiment’?  To which 
regiment do they belong?  Where did they come from and why have they been 
stationed at the Red River settlements? 

3. Doctor Buchanan reminded Michelle that the main reason anyone was out in the 
prairies was the buffalo.  Each buffalo was like a ‘department store’ to the aboriginal 
inhabitants.  Every part of the animal was used for something.  Do a little research 
and list five buffalo parts and how they were used. 

 
Chapter 4 
 
Prelude to reading: 
 
1. Vocabulary 
 
Discuss the following with your class:  
 
In this chapter, Bear tells Michelle that the name of his tribe is ‘Saulteaux’, pronounced 
‘So-toe’. You may want to discuss the names of other tribes found in Manitoba at this 
time or wait until after they have read the chapter and use the subject as an Enrichment 
Question. 
 
Other vocabulary words are listed below.  Have the students look them up in a dictionary 
to learn their definitions.  After the students read the chapter, have them write out the 
most appropriate definition in their notebook, based on the context of how it was used in 
the story. Also, have them record any unfamiliar words and discuss their definitions after 
they read the chapter.  
 
shaman  quavering haggard claustrophobic  scornfully 
aghast  flirtatiously scrounge fetch      concussions  
flint   incarcerated 
 
2.  Tell the students to keep this in mind as they read:  
 
Michelle still seems unsure about what is happening to her.  We have already discussed 
the possibility that she has really travelled back in time.  Will this assumption be 
confirmed?   
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Comprehension Questions 
 
1. tepee's description: 2nd paragraph: the largest tent; tall poles lashed together at the 

peak with weathered skins drawn tightly against the frame, leaving an opening at the 
top to allow wood smoke to escape.  Around the outer tepee walls, a buffalo hunt was 
depicted in charcoal, with mounted warriors carrying spears and slinging arrows. 

 Inside: 'The interior was dim and humid.  The air held the musky scent of wood  
 smoke and something sweet, like pipe tobacco.  A fire blazed in the centre, ringed 

with smooth stones.' 
2. Owl tells her: she's from the future and must learn their culture before she can return 

to her own time – one whole year.   
      Michelle feels: 'faint with the knowledge that this stranger knew everything'. 
      Happy – 'My mind cheered.  He can send me home!' Sad – she 'would have to wait 

an entire year'. Afraid – 'How was I ever to fit in?' (p. 54). 
 
Enrichment Questions:  (history/science tie-ins) 
 
These can be useful in class discussions or given as individual assignments. 
 
1. Do you think the author’s depiction of the native settlement was accurate?  Do a little 

research on aboriginal life to find out for sure.  Using your research, describe a native 
settlement in your own words (approximately one page long), or create a model of 
one.  Try to be as historically accurate as possible. 

2. When Michelle showed them her driver’s license photo Duncan and the doctor were 
amazed by the miniature ‘portrait’. The doctor then referred to two men and 
something called a daguerreotype.  Do a little research to learn the origins of 
photography (who invented the first camera and when? Write a few paragraphs 
describing its history and compare the first camera and to modern ones. 

3. When was the first light bulb invented?  Describe briefly how it works.  How does 
today’s light bulb differ from the original? 

4. As you know, the name of Bear’s tribe is Saulteaux.  What are the names of other 
tribes that lived near Red River?  There was at least one famous man from the 
Saulteaux tribe.  (hint: a Winnipeg bridge was named after him.)  In a one-page 
essay, describe the man and some of the things he did to help the early settlers. 
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Chapter 5 
 
Prelude to reading: 
 
1.  Vocabulary 
 
Discuss the following words with your class.  Have the students look them up in a 
dictionary to learn their definitions.  After the students read the chapter, have them write 
out the most appropriate definition in their notebook, based on the context of how it was 
used in the story. Also, have them record any unfamiliar words and discuss their 
definitions after they read the chapter. 
 
mirth  dim-witted crevice   curtly   protocol  talisman 
pliable apex    pestle      abrasions cryptically diplomatically   
strife    darned     chafed  amiable   contemptible      
compelling        yoke   
 
2.  Before the students begin reading the next chapter, discuss the terms Protagonist 
and Antagonist so that, as they read the chapter, they can try to pick out the characters 
that fit the descriptions. 
 
Comprehension Questions 
 
1. Owl is his grandfather; father is dead; now lives with mother and sister. 
      Owl was disappointed when Bear wanted to learn white man ways; Bear is    
      suspicious of settlers. 
2. Michelle's first task: making a moccasin.  She found it hard and she wanted to quit but 

she didn't. Instead, she 'took several deep breaths and silently counted to ten.'  
      The process was what was important, learning to complete a difficult task so she    
      could feel pride in her accomplishments. 
3.   Elizabeth is angry and humiliated by Duncan's inviting Michelle to the wedding.  
      Both she and Mrs. Wilson could be considered antagonists.   
      Proof: Lizzie – her 'wicked words'; 'the hatred in that girl's eyes'; 
      Mrs. Wilson – 'disdainful voice'; she sneered, "You must be half Indian to defend    
      them so."' 
 Michelle does nothing, trying to ignore Lizzie's snipes, even though she 'wanted   
      to punch that Lizzie right in the nose!' 
4.  Moccasins       Dress 
 - marked leather with charred wood  - marked material with chalk 
 - used knife to cut leather    - used scissors to cut material 
    - used sinew for sewing    - used cotton thread for sewing 
    - punched holes with rock and bone  - used needle to pull thread through 
   to push sinew through leather                material 
5. The term 'half-breed' is spoken with disgust by both Lizzie & Mrs. Wilson, as is 

'heathen savages' & 'red-skinned devils'.  The author does not feel the same way.  
Her attitudes are revealed through Michelle's responses. 

6. The men served the women at the ceremony. Accept any student response if they 
provide an adequate argument to support it. 
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Enrichment Questions (history tie-ins) 
 
These can be useful in class discussions or given as individual assignments. 
 
1. Owl suggested that men and women were responsible for different jobs.  Is this still as 

true, today?  Why do you think that is?  Do a little research to find at least five gender-
specific, pioneer or native jobs and state why you think it was meant for that particular 
gender.  What are some modern jobs that can be done by both men and women?  
What jobs would you consider gender-specific? 

2. Michelle’s first task for the native shaman was to make a pair of moccasins by 
following the mimed instructions of Bear’s mother.  Using the author’s description, do 
you think it would be possible to create your own moccasins?  Why or why not?  Were 
any details missing that you would need to make your own pair?  Michelle suggested 
scissors would have made the task easier.  What other modern tools would have 
made Michelle’s job easier? 

3. What ceremonies do native cultures celebrate in today’s society?  Pick one and tell 
what might be different about its modern variation from the way their ancestors 
celebrated it.  Tell how it would be the same.  Do you think Michelle was responsible 
for the revival of some of these ceremonies?  Why or why not? 

4. In today’s society, we have a term, ‘Political Correctness’ which makes us aware of 
changing attitudes towards other cultures and certain groups of people.  How does 
this differ from the time in which this story is set?  What words would not be 
considered politically correct in our time?  Why do you think the author uses them?  
Do you think ‘political correctness’ has altered our perceptions of other cultures in a 
positive or negative way?  State why you feel this way. 

5. Does your family practice a particular religion?  If so, pick one of its special occasions 
and tell how it is different from the feast ceremony described in the story.  How is it 
the same?  If you do not practice any religion, pick a special occasion that your family 
celebrates and compare it with the feast. (For example: Thanksgiving, birthdays, etc.) 

 
Chapter 6 
 
Prelude to reading: 
 
1.  Vocabulary 
 
Discuss the following words with your class.  Have the students look them up in a 
dictionary to learn their definitions.  After the students read the chapter, have them write 
out the most appropriate definition in their notebook, based on the context of how it was 
used in the story. Also, have them record any unfamiliar words and discuss their 
definitions after they read the chapter. 
 
buckboard  withers  callous  suitor  heckled muff 
segued     jig  doily  tureen  animosity 
 
 
2.  Some things that you might want to mention to the students before they begin 
reading: 
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Remember Duncan's attitude near the end of the last chapter and Bear's response to 
him? Do you think their attitudes are racially motivated, or are there other reasons? 
Read on to see if you were right. 
 
Also, Michelle gets the rare opportunity to visit her home city as it once was. As you 
read, think about the descriptions of Upper Fort Garry and how it is different from 
modern cities. How does it differ from the Lower Fort? 
 
Comprehension Questions 
 
1. Duncan's confession, 'Perhaps I am a might jealous of the lad', leads the reader to 

believe that his attitude is not racially motivated. 
2. ‘The road needs to be the width of twenty ox carts so the weight of the vehicles can 

be distributed evenly.  This avoids deep ruts, which would make the ride most 
difficult.' 

3. Michelle felt a 'pang in her stomach' because she felt that the natives had been 
cheated out of their land.  She felt another 'guilty twinge' as she tried on a dead 
woman's coat because she didn't like to feel as if she was gaining from someone’s 
death.  

4. Page 103: 'From the buffet cabinet set against the far wall of the dining room, she 
raised a small china bell.  Its crisp tinkle attracted a dozen people, who swarmed 
into the elegant room like bees to honey, their conversations buzzing until they 
noticed us.  Duncan and were then introduced to everyone although I could not 
begin to remember every name.'   

5. 'I don't really feel like I fit in.' & 'I have nothing of value to pay for the room and I don't 
like to feel indebted to Duncan.  If I help you, it will make me feel as though  

6. I'm paying my way.' 
7. One possible answer: Bear is jealous that Michelle was with Duncan. Accept others if 

they provide a suitable argument. 
 
Enrichment Questions (historical tie-ins) 
 
These can be useful in class discussions or given as individual assignments. 
 
1. Find pictures of trading posts in your history book or some other reference.  How 

does a trading store differ from modern department stores such as Zellers and 
Walmart?  How are they the same?  Do the two Fort Garry forts differ from others of 
the period?  How? 

2. The author describes the journey between the original Winnipeg and Lower Fort 
Garry. How would the same journey differ today? Make sure to mention the length of 
time it would take, the differences in the environment, comfort levels, modes of 
transportation, etc. 

3. The government has grown a lot since it was first established. It is now divided into 
many departments, with hundreds of people working in each of them. How does 
Winnipeg’s modern Parliament Building differ from the original offices used by our 
government officials? Who is the current head of Manitoba’s government? Who is 
the current mayor? What is his/her job? What department of the government would 
be responsible for newcomers to the area? What department would record 
landowners? Name as many other departments as you can and briefly state the 
purpose of each one.  If Michelle wanted to find relatives today, other than the 
government offices stated above, where could she look?   
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4. What is a boarding house? Do they still exist in today’s society? What other places 

do you know of that are like a boarding house? How do they differ? How are they the 
same? 

5. The game that was being played in the parlour was called draughts. It was described 
as a game similar to chess. This is only one variation to the game. Research the 
game. Tell what the most common rules to the game were and what modern game it 
was most like. 

 
Chapter 7 
 
Prelude to reading: 
 
1.  Vocabulary 
 
One word that may not be found in a dictionary is 'cariole', pronounced 'carry-ole'.  It is a 
type of carriage that differs considerably from a Red River cart.  They were of a much 
lighter construction with two wheels and a roof over the seating area.  You may have 
seen them in old movies about pioneer times. 
 
Another word, 'shieling', pronounced 'shē'ling' also cannot be found in most dictionaries.  
Its definitions are: a shepherd's hut, or a mountain pasture used in spring.  Tell the 
students to decide which definition best fits the word, when they find the poem in the 
story. 
 
Also, discuss the following words with your class.  Have the students look them up in a 
dictionary to learn their definitions.  After the students read the chapter, have them write 
out the most appropriate definition in their notebook, based on the context of how it was 
used in the story. Also, have them record any unfamiliar words and discuss their 
definitions after they read the chapter. 
 
frayed  appease elite  maliciousness  unseemly  
barb  smugness perplexed vindictive  uppity        
contraption congregation cravats  cufflinks   impeccably        
prattled     amicably voluminous ponderously  symbiotic 
sustenance boisterous squalling  pizzazz  nemesis 
 
2. Something you might want to discuss with your students before they begin reading: 
 
Have you ever been to a wedding, or seen one on TV? As you read about the pioneer 
wedding, think about some of the things that are different from a modern wedding. What 
things are similar? 
 

Comprehension Questions (after reading): 
 
 1.  Bear is ‘acting angry’. He says he ‘missed’ seeing her when she was away.  
           Accept any answer if the provide an adequate argument to support it. 
 2.  Michelle used porcupine quills to decorate her cloak. Modern methods would be        
           beadwork, sequins, fabric paints, metal studs, machine-stitched embroidery. 
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 3.  Differences – some suggestions: 
Pioneer wedding     Modern wedding   
- held on Thursday    - usually on the weekend 
- horses & carts used to get to church - cars/limousines used to get to church 
- reception held in barn   - usually held in a hall or hotel 
- friends/family play fiddles for  - music man hired to play pre- 
  dancing music      recorded music 
- lighting – candles, oil lamps   - electric lighting used 
- food provided by family/friends  - caterers hired for meal 
- party lasts until dawn   - hotel/hall usually closes before 2 am. 
  
      Similarities: 
 Bride wears white dress, usually 
 Guests throw rice/confetti/bubbles at bridal couple after ceremony 
 Reception of some kind where family & friends can party 
 Music/dancing found at most weddings, unless against religion 
 Food/drink is often found at both types of weddings 
 Smaller weddings can occur in a home 
 Sometimes bride and groom arrive in horse-drawn carriage 
 
 4.  Differences – some suggestions: 
- more divorces 
- both spouses work outside the home 
- more single-parent homes 
- fathers stay home and take care of kids 
-marriage takes place at city hall/elsewhere without religious affiliations 
 
    Similarities – some suggestions: 
- both parents work to support the family 
- spouses share household responsibilities/chores 
- father works while mother takes care of kids 
- marriage takes place in church/synagogue/temple 
 *Note: the students’ ideas will probably come from their own experiences, so you 

should accept any plausible answer. 
 5.  When a rock is thrown into water, ripples expand away from it. Lizzie is compared 

to a rock because she initiated laughter by making fun of Michelle. Lizzie's friends, in 
turn, passed on the laughter until it grew, like the ripples in the water. 

 

 

Enrichment Questions (historical tie-ins) 
 
These can be useful in class discussions or given as individual assignments. 
 
1. Duncan mentioned he was from the Hebrides Islands. Locate them on a map. 

Research the time period in which the story is set and write a paragraph or two 
describing why men, such as Duncan, left their homes to travel across the ocean to 
Canada. 

2. In the Comprehension Questions above, you were asked about other methods of 
decorating clothing. Take one of those methods and describe it in a paragraph or 
two. Demonstrate the method to your class. 
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3. So far in this story, Michelle has travelled in a Red River cart, a buckboard-style 

wagon and a cariole. Look for pictures of each and compare their structure, uses and 
manoeuvrability. What other modes of transportation were available to people living 
in the Red River area during the mid-eighteen hundreds? When did the first train 
arrive in Winnipeg? When did the first steamboat arrive here?  

 
Chapter 8 
 
Prelude to reading: 
 
1. Vocabulary 
 
Discuss the following words with your class.  Have the students look them up in a 
dictionary to learn their definitions. After the students read the chapter, have them write 
out the most appropriate definition in their notebook, based on the context of how it was 
used in the story. Also, have them record any unfamiliar words and discuss their 
definitions after they read the chapter. 
 
precariously prissy  grog raucous succumb apprehension 
feigned  iota  laird forthright forged  hoary  
 
2. Something you might want to discuss with your students before they begin reading: 
 
According to the definition in the Merriam-Webster On-line Dictionary, alliteration is 
‘the repetition of usually initial consonant sounds in two or more neighboring words or 
syllables (as wild and woolly, threatening throngs)’. It is a technique often found in poetry 
but can be found in literature, as well. Several places in this chapter use this technique. 
As you read, see if you can spot where alliteration is used. 
 
Comprehension Questions (after reading): 

 

1. Alliterations: page 122 – ‘prissy prairie princess’; page 123 – ‘Her face flushed and 
she fanned herself . . . as she followed . . .’; page 125 -  ‘panther ready to pounce on 
its prey’; page 126 – ‘vengeful vixen’; page 128 -  ‘Through squinting eyelids I 
watched the stallion struggle against the wind, snorting with fear’. 

2. Duncan described his homeland: ‘In Stornaway, the hills look like sleeping giants, 
and the smell of the moors with its lavender and peat, was a smell akin to heaven.’ 
(page 126)  Red River, at the time, was flat prairie with few trees, no wild lavender, 
and swamps instead of moors (which are primarily British expanses of rolling, 
infertile land rather than seasonally flooded bottomland with better drainage). 

4. Page 126 – ‘There is another . . . who could almost make me forget my English love . 
. .’Tis you!’ Page 127 - -‘Are ye sure ye would not prefer to stay here?’ 

5. The expression (page 124) is ‘Catch some Z’s’, which means ‘to snore’. 
 
Enrichment Questions (historical tie-ins) 
 
These can be useful in class discussions or given as individual assignments. 
 
1.  What dangerous device did Michelle notice at the wedding reception? Fire was a very 

real threat to pioneers because of this. No matter how careful people were, accidents 
still happened. How do you think they dealt with a fire back then? How do those 
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methods differ, today? What inventions have lessened the threat of home fires? 

2. Michelle remembers seeing ‘an old icebox by the bunkhouse’ at her grandparents’ 
cottage. They are obviously not in use today, but we do use appliances that cool or 
freeze our food. Research how an icebox worked. How do these devices differ from 
modern appliances? How did the icebox evolve into a refrigerator? You may use 
illustrations along with your written descriptions, if you like. 

3. Here in Manitoba, we are safer from many of the devastating natural disasters that 
plague other parts of the world. We are not likely to experience such things as a 
hurricane, earthquake or tsunami. What are some of the natural phenomenon that 
could occur to wreak havoc on our town? (Tornadoes, blizzards, floods, lightning 
strikes) Pick one and tell how it would have affected the pioneers and how it might be 
less likely to cause devastating effects in a modern world. (For example: A pioneer 
travelling during a blizzard could more easily lose their way and freeze to death. 
Today, our cars are better protection than an open cart and we can prepare for winter 
travel by keeping warm clothing, flares, a shovel, candles, etc. in our trunk in case we 
get stuck in a snow drift. GPS can also guide us better when visibility on the highway 
is limited by a sever snow storm.) 

 
Chapter 9 
 
Prelude to reading: 
 
1.  Vocabulary 
 
Discuss the following words with your class.  Have the students look them up in a 
dictionary to learn their definitions.  After the students read the chapter, have them write 
out the most appropriate definition in their notebook, based on the context of how it was 
used in the story. Also, have them record any unfamiliar words and discuss their 
definitions after they read the chapter. 
 
deluge  ominous  desecrate resuscitator  thwarted 
naught  pallbearers  homage sombre   coyly 
predicament brigands  waned  apprehensions  pine 
 
2. Something you might want to discuss with your students before they begin reading: 
 
For as long as there have been neighbours, people have shown an interest in others. 
Often this interest presents itself by talking about someone, whether the information is 
true or not. People who spread this information are called gossips or ‘rumourmongers’. 
As you read, think about how this ‘rumour mill’ works with regards to Michelle. 
 
Comprehension Questions (after reading): 
 
1. A ‘rumour mill’ as it relates to Michelle: Up until now, Elizabeth has been the one who 

started rumours about Michelle. In this chapter, Michelle begins a rumour about 
herself by telling Harriet what she ‘believes’ happened to her. Harriet, in turn, told her 
sister Maria, who told others at the party. The answers to the rest of the questions in 
this section will be mostly personal experience and feelings. Accept all answers that 
seem reasonable. 

2. ‘tongues wagging’ refers to the start of rumours. In this case it would be the rumour 
that something inappropriate was happening in Michelle’s bedroom between Duncan 
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and Michelle. 

3. Imagery: page 131 – ‘… the wind . . . pinched my cheeks’, ‘fence posts with snowy 
marshmallow hats’, ‘skeletal arms of frosted tree branches’; page 132 – ‘icing sugar 
plains’; page 138 – ‘north wind cut through our clothes like daggers’; Michelle 
thought Madelaine’s grave looked like ‘some beast waiting to swallow the body . . .’.  

4. Euphemisms for ‘dead’. Other words: deceased, departed, perished, wasted, 
expired, croaked, kicked the bucket, with the angels, pushing up daisies, out of one’s 
misery, bought the farm, checked out, gone to meet the maker, resting in peace, etc. 

6. In ancient times, if someone was accused of wrongdoing, they were stoned, which 
means the other people of the village would throw stones at the accused until he/she 
was severely injured or killed. 

7. To ‘pine’ means to ‘yearn’, ‘miss’ or ‘long for’ another. 
 
Enrichment Questions (historical tie-ins) 
 
These can be useful in class discussions or given as individual assignments. 
 
1. At the beginning of the chapter, Michelle describes how to make snowshoes. Have 

you ever used snowshoes? If not, perhaps you could ask your gym teacher if the 
school has snowshoes you could try. Perhaps a field trip out to Fort Whyte Alive could 
be arranged for your class. They have a program that introduces the students to 
snowshoeing. After snowshoeing, describe your experience in a paragraph or two and 
tell how modern snowshoes are different to those used by the First Nations. 

2. Have you ever been to a funeral? If you have, compare your experience to that of 
Michelle’s, keeping in mind how modern technology differs from her experience. 

 

 
Chapter 10 
 
Prelude to reading: 
 
1.  Vocabulary 
 
Discuss the following words with your class. Have the students look them up in a 
dictionary to learn their definitions. After the students read the chapter, have them write 
out the most appropriate definition in their notebook, based on the context of how it was 
used in the story. Also, have them record any unfamiliar words and discuss their 
definitions after they read the chapter. 
 
endearing  suitable  persistent spinster essential  
amenities  distinction  snippet  groused laudanum  
aspirations  personification  crestfallen consequences spectacles  
contraction  onslaught  spindles technique ushered 
valiant  clairvoyant  emanating 
 
 
2. Something you might want to discuss with your students before they begin reading: 
 
A Scottish word you may not know is ‘bairn’. It is pronounced ‘bare-n’. Be sure to roll the 
‘r’ when you say it! See if you can figure out its meaning as you read. 
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Comprehension Questions (after reading): 
 

1. A ‘young woman of breeding’ refers to girls of wealthy families that could afford to 
send them away to school or hire a tutor to learn how to behave properly.  

2. To ‘muck about’ means: to lower herself or to bring herself down to the level of the 
commoners. To ‘put on airs’ means: to pretend to be better than she is, or better than 
those around her. 

3. The death of the soldier brought home the dangers of the time period.  
Proof: page 155 – ‘suddenly gripped by doubt’; ‘overwhelming fear that I might not 
survive’; ‘rising panic’; ‘possibility that I might die here’. 

4. On page 157 - the use of ‘shades’ for sunglasses; page 164 – the use of the word 
‘lame’. 

5. The description shows that Ian was blushing or embarrassed. 
6. The word ‘recesses’ means holes, hollows, depths, coves, hiding places, etc.  

 

Enrichment Questions (historical tie-ins) 
 
These can be useful in class discussions or given as individual assignments. 
 
1. Embroidery is a needlecraft used to decorate clothing. Do you have clothes with 

embroidery on them? Today, store-bought clothes with embroidery will have been 
decorated using an electric sewing machine. Many of the modern machines have 
computers in them with a variety of stitch styles to choose from. Do a little research 
into the techniques used by hand. Try to do each of the embroidery styles using the 
directions you find, or by having someone show you how it’s done. Bring in a 
‘sampler’ of your work. (A ‘sampler’ is a piece of material on which each type of stitch 
is displayed.) 

2. In keeping with the theme of proper manners, find a book of etiquette and list ten 
things that a ‘proper young lady of breeding’ would have had to learn. See if you find 
any modern rules of etiquette. How do they differ from those that would have been 
followed in the mid-nineteenth century? 

 
Chapter 11 
 
Prelude to reading: 
 
1.  Vocabulary 
 
Discuss the following words with your class.  Have the students look them up in a 
dictionary to learn their definitions.  After the students read the chapter, have them write 
out the most appropriate definition in their notebook, based on the context of how it was 
used in the story. Also, have them record any unfamiliar words and discuss their 
definitions after they read the chapter. 
 
nostalgic  tapers  luminescent interlude cantered tallow   
parchment       cherubs       stipend       extravagance    peckish       giddy 
 
2. Something you might want to discuss with your students before they begin reading: 
 
In this chapter, Duncan introduces Michelle to a French family and you will find many 
French words and phrases you may not understand, although the author tried to give 
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clues to their meanings in the conversations. Here is a list of them with a 
pronunciation key so you can read them easier. Using the clues given in the story, have 
the students write out what they think the words mean, then have them check a 
French/English dictionary to see if they are right.  
*Remind them that the ‘n’ is a very nasal sound rather than that used in English and the 
‘r’ is rolled in a similar manner to the Scots. You might want to demonstrate, if you can. 
 
réveillon (ruh-vay-yahn*)  crèche (kresh)  mémère (muh-may)  
Parlez vous français (par-lay-voo fran*-say)  n’est pas (nes- pah) 
petit chou (puh-tee shoe)  Oncle (on*-cleh) trop aussi (tro-po-see) 
est elle mariée (eh-tell-mah-ree-ay)   s’enfants (suhn*- fan*)   
c’est après-midi ou vous dormirez dans vos patates (say-tah-pray-mid-ee oo voo dor-
me-ray dan* vo pah-tat)  tourtieres (tort-y-air)  famille (fam-ee-y)   
très beau (tray bo)   merci beaucoups (mare-see bo-coo) 
Joyeux Noël (jwah-you no-ell) mais oui (may we)  ma petite (mah puh-teet) 
à toi (ah twah) 
 
Comprehension Questions (after reading): 
 
1.  The Lettelliers were at the church in St. Boniface called St. Boniface Cathedral. Have 

the students locate it on a city map. 
2.  Gilbert and Denis were shocked that Michelle was unmarried at her age because 

most girls in that time married young. They also did not expect her to be so outspoken 
(page 178). Denis’ expectation was that she should only know how to cook, sew and 
clean, not swim, hunt or fish. Their attitudes are ‘chauvinistic’ in today’s society, 
although some men still have these expectations from their women. Accept the 
students’ personal opinion on the subject as long as they provide a suitable argument 
to support it. 

3.  Saskatoon berries would be in a pie. 
4.  Some differences between Duncan’s traditions and those of Michelle and the 

Lettelliers: 
Duncan  Michelle   Lettelliers 

- attended church       - did not go to church       - attended mass in French  
- only one present      - many presents under tree       - small presents placed in   
                                                                                            shoes 
- father played pipes      - family decorated tree        - father played violin 
- dancing       - watched Christmas movie     - listened to father’s music 
 
Similarities: Presents were given; big feast usually involving a large bird (turkey/goose/ 
pheasant); celebration of the season either with music, dancing, storytelling (movies) 
 
 
Enrichment Questions (historical tie-ins) 
 
These can be useful in class discussions or given as individual assignments. 
 
1. The vocabulary words ‘taper’ and ‘tallow’ refer to candles and candle making. 

Research how candles were made in the nineteenth century and compare the 
process to how candles are made, today. Perhaps your class could explore the 
candle-making process using both the poured method, where the wax is poured into 
a mould, or the dipping process, where a wick is dipped repeatedly into the hot wax 
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to form long thin tapers. 

2. The St. Boniface Cathedrale that stands today is nothing like the original building. It 
is also not the original church to be built on the site. How many churches have stood 
there and what happened to those other churches? Perhaps a class trip to the 
cathedral could be arranged along with a visit to the Museum next door, which 
contains information about the original churches. 

3. Besides Christmas, there are many other celebrations around the same time. One 
example is Chanukah. List as many as you can find. Then, pick one and tell the class 
what the celebration is about and what traditions go along with it. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Chapter 12 
 
Prelude to reading: 
 
1.  Vocabulary 
 
Discuss the following words with your class.  Have the students look them up in a 
dictionary to learn their definitions.  After the students read the chapter, have them write 
out the most appropriate definition in their notebook, based on the context of how it was 
used in the story. Also, have them record any unfamiliar words and discuss their 
definitions after they read the chapter. 
 
barrage   sumptuous trepidation skewered doting  indisposed 
intoxicating pretentious simpering blatherskite sanctuary tranquillity  
furtively       dilation       summarily       squeamish       traipsed 
 
2. Something you might want to discuss with your students before they begin reading: 
 
This chapter will give the students a pretty good idea about how the residents in and 
around Lower Fort Garry celebrated during the winter holiday season. Notice that I did 
not say ‘Christmas season’, because not everyone has the same beliefs. As they read, 
encourage them to pay attention to some of the ways the pioneers celebrated. Ask them 
if they have any traditions that they celebrate with their family at this time of year and 
have them think about how they differ from those described in this chapter and how they 
may be similar.   
 
Comprehension Questions (after reading): 
 
1. Some pioneer traditions they may compare to their own: cooking/baking, feasting, 

prayers, music, parties, visiting friends/family. 
2. Michelle writes with a quill (large feather with sharpened tip) dipped into a bottle of 

ink. She uses a blotter to soak up blobs of ink that might drop on the page.  
3. Today, things we write with are: lead pencils, technical pencils, ballpoint pens, felt 

pens, gel pens, computers and cell phones (texting). 
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4. Each student will write about the five things they like or remember about Michelle’s 

adventure, keeping in mind they will be writing each entry in the first person. 
5. The fort residents used the southeast bastion in the winter to keep things cold/ 

frozen. Today, we use electric refrigerators/freezers and the southeast bastion is 
used as a washroom. 

6. Duncan complained that his trap line was not working. Michelle finds out that Bear 
has been emptying the traps because he says that Duncan’s traps are on his line. 
Michelle suspects Bear is just doing it because he’s jealous of Duncan. (pages 198-
199) 

7. Doctor Buchanan drinks too much alcohol and Michelle is afraid he might die from 
alcohol poisoning. She helped him recover by using smelling salts, getting him to 
drink strong tea and getting on his feet because walking would help his body 
metabolize the alcohol faster. (pages 194-195) If he continues to drink too much, 
Governor Simpson might fire him. (page 196) 

8. Lizzie tried getting close to Duncan while Michelle was busy in the kitchen (page 
187-188). She was insulting to her – calling her a ‘scullery maid’ (page 189) - and 
also searched Michelle’s room, twice (pages 186, 192/93). 

 
Enrichment Questions (historical tie-ins) 
 
These can be useful in class discussions or given as individual assignments. 
 
1. What were some of the things that Bear showed Michelle when they went to see his 

trap line? Define spoor, scat and dung. Besides using these things for hunting and 
trapping, how else was dung used in pioneer times? 

2. The governor mentioned High Tea. What is it? Describe a typical High Tea. 
3. Michelle mentioned that so much bread needed to be baked that they had to use the 

‘summer ovens’ (page 184). These were located in the northwest bastion. What are 
‘summer ovens’ and why did the pioneers use them? 

 
Chapter 13 
 
Prelude to reading: 
 
1.  Vocabulary 
 
Discuss the following words with your class.  Have the students look them up in a 
dictionary to learn their definitions.  After the students read the chapter, have them write 
out the most appropriate definition in their notebook, based on the context of how it was 
used in the story. Also, have them record any unfamiliar words and discuss their 
definitions after they read the chapter. 
 
bile  formaldehyde  dissection fortitude innards   
mustered homage  sequestered sacrilegious arthritic  scrawl  
 
2. Something you might want to discuss with your students before they begin reading: 
 
Have the students consider all the things that Michelle has done during the course of the 
story. Tell them to think about how they would have reacted to such an adventure. 
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Comprehension Questions (after reading): 
 
1. On page 201, Bear prays to the spirit of the animals he traps and offers it a pinch of 

tobacco. At first she is unsure about how to honour the animal spirits and feels ill at 
the prospect of touching the dead creatures, but the more she does it the easier it 
becomes. She also had to skin the animals, which made her physically ill at first. She 
remembered her Biology class dissections, which helped her. 

2. Michelle feels a great weight on her chest at the news that Bear was leaving and her 
breath seeps away from her (page 207). She ‘sadly followed Bear’. She also felt ‘an 
unexpected sense of loss’, ‘an emptiness’ and ‘overwhelming loneliness’ (page 208). 

4. On page 208, Michelle is depressed that Bear is gone. Duncan was too busy to pay 
her much attention. Harriet wasn’t around much, either, and people like Mrs. Wilson 
and Lizzie were most unkind to her. She decides to try and use the talisman, with 
Owl’s help, to return to her own time. Yes, she is successful in getting home. 

5. Accept any answer as long as the student provides an adequate argument to support 
it. 

6. Upon her return, Michelle discovers her ‘forgotten heritage’ when she finds an old 
photo of her great grandmother wearing a traditional native dress, standing in front of 
a tepee. When she asks about it, she learns that she is related to Chief Yellowhead 
of the Riding Mountain area and that her great grandmother was so ashamed of 
being aboriginal that she denied her heritage. This information makes her realize one 
of the reasons why she had been chosen to go back in time and learn the old 
Saulteaux ways. 

7. Accept any answers as long as the student provides an adequate argument to 
support it. 

 
Enrichment Questions (historical tie-ins) 
 
As a final assignment, have the students read the author’s note and write a few 
paragraphs about one of the real people mentioned in the story (Harriet, Duncan, 
Revered Cochrane or Governor Simpson), or some other historical event that took place 
in 1846 (for example: the arrival of the 6th Regiment of Foot).  
 
For those students who like to draw, perhaps they could research the fashion of the time 
period and draw examples of the clothes worn during the Victorian era. 
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Vocabulary 

 
 
abrasions   aghast   amenities  amiable    
amicably  animosity  apex    appease    
apprehension   arthritic  aspirations 
 
barb    barrage  bayonet   bestowed   
bile   blatherskite  blotter   boisterous   
brogue   buckboard  
 
callous   cantered  cherubs  chord    
chafed   chastised  clairvoyant  claustrophobic   
compelling  condescending       congregation  concussions   
contemptible   contraction  contraption         correspondence  
cowered  crevice   cravats   crestfallen   
cryptically   cufflinks   curtly        
 
dagger   darned   dilation   dim-witted   
diplomatically       disdainfully  disembodied     dissection  
distinction  doily   doting    
 
eccentric  elite   emanating  endearing 
essential  extravagance 
  
feigned  fetch   flint   flirtatiously  
flounced  forged    formaldehyde  forthright    
fortitude  frayed   furtively 
 
giddy   grog   groused 
 
haggard   heckled  hoary   homage 
 
impeccably   incarcerated   indisposed  infatuation   
innards  interlude  intoxicating  iota 
 
jostling 
 
laird    laudanum  lowed   luminescent 
 
maliciousness  mirth   muff    muskets  
mustered  
 
nemesis  nostalgic 
 
oilcloth   onslaught  ornately   
 
parchment  peckish  pemmican  perplexed   
persistent  personification  pestle   pizzazz    
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plaintive   pliable    poise   pockmarked 

  
ponderously   prattled  precariously   pretentious 
prissy    protocol  pulpit   
 
quavering  
 
raucous   reel    relented  Reveille   
ruddy   
 
sacrilegious  sanctuary  sarcophagus         scornfully    
scrawl   scrounge   shrouded   scrutinized   
scullery  segued   sequestered  shaman   
simpering  skewered  smugness   snippet    
squalling  squeamish   spectacles  spindles   
stipend   strife   succumb   suitable   
suitor    summarily  sumptuous  sustenance    
sutures  swooned  symbiotic  
 
talisman  tallow   tapers   tardiness   
tempest  technique  traipsed  tranquillity 
trepidation  tureen  
 
Union Jack  unseemly  uppity   ushered 
 
valiant   veranda  vignette  vindictive    
voluminous   voluptuous  
 
withers 
 
yoke
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Student Worksheets for ‘Withershins’ 
 

 
 
Prelude to reading: 
 
1. Vocabulary: 
 
Copy these words in your journal leaving a line or two for the definition that most fits the 
use of the word in the story. 
 
sarcophagus     shrouded  disembodied  relented    lowed         tempest         
cowered brogue         eccentric           bestowed flounced pockmarked 
 
As you read, record any other words that you find unfamiliar.  Find their definitions and 
share them with your class. 
 
2. What to think about as you read: 
 
One word that might not be found in your school dictionary is the title of the book. 
According to the Dictionary of Celtic Mythology, withershins means “to take a course 
opposite that of the sun, i.e. counter-clock-wise. The author described it as a ritual where 
‘you run around a church three times at midnight.’ Have you heard about this ritual?  
What do you think will happen? Read on to find out if you are right. 
 
Comprehension Questions (after reading) 
 
1. How does the author ‘grab’ your attention in the Prologue and make you want to read 

on?   
2. Although the author has not specifically stated how old the main character is, she 

gives a clue in the second paragraph.  How old do you think Michelle is?  What 
makes you think that? 

3. What motivated Michelle to do what she did? 
4. List some descriptions of the graveyard.  What sort of ‘atmosphere’ or ‘mood’ do they 

give the story? Example; happy, sad, tense, dramatic, suspenseful, etc.   
5. Michelle’s mother mentions a ‘Harvest Moon’.  What is its significance, in relation to 

the story’s setting?   
6. ‘Foreshadowing’ is when a writer gives clues as to what might happen in the story.  

State at least three words or phrases used in the chapter that you think might be a 
‘foreshadowing’ of what Michelle discovers about her situation. 

7. A ‘euphemism’ is the use of a less direct word or phrase for one that is considered 
offensive.  Michelle expressed the term ‘insane’ in several ways.  Name 2. 

8. What does Michelle think of the couple she finds to help her?  What are some of the 
words used to describe them? 

9. Do you think this story is real or fiction?  Why do think that? 
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Chapter 2  
 
Prelude to reading: 
 
1. Vocabulary: 
 
Copy these words in your journal leaving a line or two for the definition that most fits the 
use of the word in the story. 
 
plaintive  pulpit  Reveille Union Jack swooned infatuation     
immersed blotter  ruddy         jostling        correspondence 
 
As you read, record any other words you find unfamiliar.  Find their definitions and share 
them with your class. 
 
2. What to think about as you read: 
 
Michelle has obviously been whisked away to an unfamiliar place. Reverend Cochrane 
is supposed to be taking her to a place called the ‘Lower Fort’. As you read, pay 
attention to the descriptions. Does anything seem familiar to you? What’s different? 
 
Comprehension Questions (after reading) 

 
1. Michelle experiences a lot of different emotions during this chapter.  Pick out words or 

phrases that the author uses to describe how she feels. 
2. The author did not give much of a description of Michelle in the first chapter.  Did you 

have an image in your head about what Michelle looked like?  How was it similar or 
different to the author’s description in Chapter 2? 

3. An author’s use of conversation can give clues about a character.  What are some 
conversational differences between Doctor Buchanan’s speech and that of the 
Cochranes and Duncan MacRae? What do these differences tell the reader about the 
characters?  

4. Conversations are also used as a method of revealing information without boring the 
reader with long blocks of description.  For example, a conversation in the kitchen 
described the mode of transportation at the time, length of time to travel to St. Paul, 
and the type of ride one might expect.  What information about the doctor is revealed 
through conversation?  

5. Using the context of the story, what is a ‘commode chair’ and ‘chamber pot’? What did 
people use before toilet paper?  What other things, described by the author, did 
settlers use before running water and sewers were installed in homes and 
businesses?  How did they heat their homes?  What did they use instead of electric 
lights? 
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Chapter 3 
 
Prelude to reading: 
 
1. Vocabulary 
 
Copy these words in your journal leaving a line or two for the definition that most fits the 
use of the word in the story. 
 
condescending disdainfully  swagger    poise  sutures bayonet 
oilcloth   prattled scullery vignette tardiness pemmican      
veranda      ornately      
 
Record other words that you find unfamiliar.  Write out their definitions and share them 
with the class. 
 
2. What to think about as you read: 
 
The author has already described the fort and many of the people who used it.  There 
are more descriptions in this chapter. As you read, make a mental note of the 
differences between modern activities, dress, etc. and those that the author describes. 
  
Also, Elizabeth uses the terms ‘Métis’ & ‘Bois-Brulés’ to inquire about Michelle.  They 
may not be found in most dictionaries, unless they are Canadian.  Can you determine 
from the conversation what these words mean?  How do you feel about these words? 
 
Comprehension Questions (after reading) 

 
1. In order to make the story realistic, the author had to research the lifestyles of early 

settlers.  Her research is evident in some of the passages she uses to describe the 
fort and the people.  List at least five (5) instances where the author describes 
something that is different than what you would find in our modern society.  What has 
not changed? (Think about how people are the same, too, not just things) 

2. Up until now, Michelle has been rather passive, first letting the Reverend Cochrane 
guide her around, then the doctor.  Why do you think she is going along with what’s 
happening?  List the parts of the chapter that confirms your theory.   

3. If you were Michelle, would you do anything differently?  Why or why not? 
4. What is learned about Elizabeth Wellington through conversation?  Other than 

conversational references, what statements reveal more about Lizzie’s character?  
How does Michelle react to the girl? 

5. A condition to staying at the fort was that Michelle must help with some of the chores.  
What must she do to earn her keep?  What chores are you responsible for at home?  
How do they differ from Michelle’s?  How are they the same?  Do you get an 
allowance for doing them or are they just expected of you?  

6. We’ve already discussed how conversational dialects give a clue to a character’s 
cultural background.  During the dinner conversation, the trappers used a different 
dialect.  What does it tell you about them?  How do you know this? 
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Chapter 4 
 
Prelude to reading: 
 
1. Vocabulary  
 
In this chapter, Bear tells Michelle that the name of his tribe is ‘Saulteaux’, pronounced 
‘So-toe’. Do you know the names of other First Nations tribes? 
 
Copy these words in your journal leaving a line or two for the definition that most fits the 
use of the word in the story. 
 
shaman quavering haggard claustrophobic  stifling  scornfully  
aghast flirtatiously scrounge fetch      concussions flint  
incarcerated 
 
As you read, record other words that you find unfamiliar.  Write out their definitions and 
share them with the class. 
 
2. What to think about as you read: 
 
Most stories have a ‘protagonist’ (a main character with whom you sympathize, such as 
Michelle) and at least one ‘antagonist’ (person with whom the protagonist finds conflict).  
As you read the chapter, see if you can pick out the character(s) that could be labelled 
as ‘antagonists’. 
 
Also, Michelle still seems unsure about what is happening to her.  We have already 
discussed the possibility that she has really travelled back in time.  Will this assumption 
be confirmed?   
 
Comprehension Questions (after reading) 

 
1. Describe the place where Michelle met the tribal council? 
2. What does Michelle learn from the native shaman?  How does this news make 

Michelle feel? 
3. If you had been Michelle, would you have told Doctor Buchanan the truth about why 

you were at Red River?  Why, or why not?  What might have happened if she was 
wrong about him?  What do you think he and Duncan will do with the information?  If 
you had been either of them, would you have believed her?  Why, or why not? 

4. In order to convince the doctor and Duncan about her being from the future, Michelle 
showed them various items.  What were they, and why would they prove she was not 
from their time? 
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Chapter 5  
 
Prelude to reading: 
 
1.  Vocabulary 
 
Copy these words in your journal leaving a line or two for the definition that most fits the 
use of the word in the story. 
 
mirth  dim-witted crevice   curtly   protocol  talisman 
pliable apex    pestle      abrasions cryptically diplomatically   
strife    darned     chafed  amiable   contemptible    compelling  
yoke  

 
2. What to think about as you read: 

 
Most cultures have certain religious ceremonies and rituals to celebrate various points in 
their lives. The aboriginal culture is no exception. The author has tried to present their 
culture through the innocent eyes of Michelle, who is experiencing their rituals for the 
first time. She does not criticize their beliefs, or consider them good or bad, right or 
wrong. She simply accepts them for what they are.   
 
As you read, try to accept the descriptions as Michelle did, without judgment, even 
though it might differ from your own personal beliefs.  The author is not attempting to 
sway the reader into believing that this way is better or worse than any other religion.  
She only wishes to present a different culture in the hopes that aboriginal people will be 
better understood and accepted for who they are without criticism. 
 
Comprehension Questions (after reading) 
 
1.   What does Bear reveal about himself and his family? 
2. What was Michelle’s first task for Owl?  How did she feel about it?  How did she deal 

with its difficulty?  How do you react when faced with a difficult task?  What was the 
purpose of making the moccasin, according to Owl? 

3. How does Elizabeth feel about Duncan inviting Michelle to the wedding?  Would you 
consider Lizzie to be an antagonist?  Why or why not?  Who else could be 
considered an antagonist?  State why you believe this.  How does Michelle feel 
about the conversation she overhears?  What does she do?  Has something like this 
ever happened to you?  How did you handle the situation? 

4. Compare the sewing techniques between making moccasins and altering Miss 
Dodd's dress. Point form is fine. 

5. Previously, Elizabeth’s use of ‘Métis’ & ‘Bois-Brulés’ tells us that settlers’ attitudes 
towards Canada’s First Nations people was less than desirable.  Find other places 
where the settlers’ attitudes are revealed.  Do you think the author feels the same 
way, or is she trying to show that people should not act like certain characters do?  
How do you know? 

6. What surprised Michelle at the ceremony?  Would you have expected this?  Why, or 
why not?   
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Chapter 6  
 
Prelude to reading: 
 
1. Vocabulary 
 
Copy these words in your journal leaving a line or two for the definition that most fits the 
use of the word in the story. 
 
buckboard  withers  callous  suitor  heckled muff 
segued     jig  doily  tureen  animosity  
 
2. What to think about as you read: 
 

Remember Duncan's attitude near the end of the last chapter and Bear's response to 
him? Do you think their attitudes are racially motivated or are there other reasons? Read 
on to see if you were right. 
 
Also, Michelle gets the rare opportunity to visit her home city as it once was.  As you 
read, think about the descriptions of Upper Fort Garry and how it is different from 
modern cities.  How does it differ from the Lower Fort? 
 
 
Comprehension Questions (after reading): 

 
1. Was Duncan's attitude towards Bear racially motivated? Why do you think that? 
2. Why was the road into the Upper Fort so wide? 
3. Michelle makes a statement ‘I remembered a notation in my history text about the 

Canadian government using tobacco as partial payment for land traditionally used by 
the natives and felt a pang in my stomach.’  Why would Michelle feel a pang in her 
stomach? Later, she gets another, ‘guilty twinge’ in her gut. What is the reason for her 
reaction, that time? 

4. A 'simile' is a figure of speech likening one thing to another using 'like' or 'as'. A 
'metaphor' is a figure of speech in which one thing is spoken of as if it were another. 
When Mrs. MacLean called her guests to the table, the author uses both forms of 
imagery. Find the paragraph in which they are found. Underline the simile in blue and 
the metaphor in red. 

5. Why did Michelle feel the need to help Mrs. MacLean with the dishes? Tell about a 
time when you might have offered to help someone who did something nice for you. 

6. What do you suppose prompted the 'sullen-looking' expression on Bear's face when 
Michelle returned to the Lower Fort. Michelle thought it might be because ‘he was 
angry that I had abandoned my training for the past two days'. Do you think that is the 
reason? Why or why not? 
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Chapters 7  
 
Prelude to reading: 
 
1. Vocabulary 
 
One word you probably will not find in a dictionary is 'cariole', pronounced 'carry-ole'. It is 
a type of carriage that differs considerably from a Red River cart. They were of a much 
lighter construction with two wheels and a roof over the seating area. You may have 
seen them in old movies about pioneer times. 
 
Another word, 'shieling', pronounced 'shē'ling' also cannot be found in most dictionaries.  
Its definitions are: a shepherd's hut or a mountain pasture used in spring.  When you find 
the poem where it is used, you decide which definition best fits the word. 
 
Copy these words in your journal leaving a line or two for the definition that most fits the 
use of the word in the story. 
 
frayed  appease elite  maliciousness  unseemly  
barb  smugness perplexed vindictive  uppity         
congregation  cravats  cufflinks impeccably  prattled 
amicably  voluminous ponderously symbiotic  sustenance 
boisterous  squalling  reel  pizzazz  nemesis  
 
2. What to think about as you read: 
 
Have you ever been to a wedding, or seen one on TV? As you read about the pioneer 
wedding, think about some of the things that are different from a modern wedding. What 
things are similar? 
 

Comprehension Questions (after reading): 
 
1. How does Bear feel about Michelle’s trip to the Upper Fort? Do you think he is telling 

Michelle how he really feels? If he is being honest, why do you think he is acting the 
way he is? If you think he is not being honest about his feelings, explain why you 
think that. 

2. How does Michelle decorate the cloak she made? How does this compare to more 
modern methods of embellishments? 

3. Name five things that are different between the pioneer wedding and a more modern 
wedding. Name five things that are the same or similar. 

4. The author used the word ‘symbiotic’ to describe a pioneer marriage and goes on to 
describe how it is symbiotic. In your opinion, how do marriages today differ? How are 
they the same? 

5.   To describe the laughter of Lizzie and her friends, the author compared her to a 'rock   
      thrown into water'. Why do you think she used this particular imagery? 



Chapter 8 
 
Prelude to reading: 
 
1.  Vocabulary 
 
Copy these words in your journal leaving a line or two for the definition that most fits the 
use of the word in the story. 
 
precariously prissy  grog  raucous succumb 
apprehension feigned iota  laird  forthright   
forged  hoary  
 
2.  What to think about as you read:   
 
According to the definition in the Merriam-Webster On-line Dictionary, alliteration is 
‘the repetition of usually initial consonant sounds in two or more neighboring words or 
syllables (as wild and woolly, threatening throngs)’. It is a technique often found in poetry 
but can be found in literature, as well.  Several places in this chapter use this technique. 
As you read, see if you can spot where alliteration is used. 
 
Comprehension Questions (after reading): 
 
1. Did you spot the alliterations in the chapter? If not, scan through it again and write 

down the words or sentences that use alliteration. 
2. Duncan described a bit of his homeland. How does it compare with the Red River 

area of Manitoba? 
3. In this chapter, it is obvious that Duncan’s feelings for Michelle are growing. Find the 

words or sentences that prove this statement. 
4. What modern expression does Michelle use that Harriet did not understand? What 

does the expression mean? 
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Chapter 9 
 
Prelude to reading: 
 
1. Vocabulary 
 
Copy these words in your journal leaving a line or two for the definition that most fits the 
use of the word in the story. 
 
deluge  ominous  desecrate resuscitator  thwarted 
naught  pallbearers  homage sombre  coyly 
predicament brigands  waned  apprehensions pine 
 
2. What to think about as you read: 
 
For as long as there have been neighbours, people have shown an interest in others. 
Often this interest presents itself by talking about someone. Whether the information 
relayed is true or not or a secret told in confidence, those who spread this information 
are called gossips or ‘rumourmongers’. As you read, think about how this ‘rumour mill’ 
works with regards to Michelle. 
 
Comprehension Questions (after reading): 
 
1. Using the context of the chapter and the information presented by the author, 

describe a ‘rumour mill’. Have you ever had someone spread rumours or gossip 
about you? If so, how did it make you feel? Have you ever told a secret to someone 
or passed on a rumour about someone? If so, how do you think the person you 
talked about might have felt if they overheard your conversation? 

3. In this chapter, after Madelaine dies Duncan says to Michelle, “Afore we start the 
tongues wagging, I should leave . . .” What does he mean? (Hint: it relates to 
Question # 1) 

4. ‘Imagery’ is a literary term used by an author to create a vivid picture in the reader’s 
mind. Find at least three examples of imagery in this chapter. 

5. On page 135, Doctor Buchanan used the words ‘passed on’ and ‘gone’ as 
euphemisms for something. What did he mean? Think of at least three other words 
that we use as euphemisms for this? 

6. On page 141, Michelle said she could be ‘stoned for doing the devil’s work.’ What 
does the term ‘stoned’ mean in this statement? 

7. Another term that isn’t used much anymore is the word ‘pine’. On page 147, Duncan 
said, “Ye pine for another.” In this instance, it does not refer to an evergreen tree. 
What does he mean? 
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Chapter 10 
 
Prelude to reading: 
 
1.  Vocabulary 
 
Copy these words in your journal leaving a line or two for the definition that most fits the 
use of the word in the story. 
 
endearing  suitable  persistent spinster essential  
amenities  distinction  snippet  groused laudanum  
aspirations  personification  crestfallen consequences   spectacles  
contraction  onslaught  spindles technique ushered 
valiant  clairvoyant  emanating 
 
2. What to think about as you read: 
 
A Scottish word you may not know is ‘bairn’. It is pronounced ‘bare-n’. Be sure to roll the 
‘r’ when you say it! See if you can figure out its meaning as you read. 
 
Comprehension Questions (after reading): 
 
1. In the chapter, Miss Dodd attempts to teach Victorian manners to Michelle. On page 

152, she uses the term “young women of breeding’. What do you think she meant by 
that? 

2. On the same page, Miss Dodd uses a couple of other phrases when talking to 
Michelle about Mrs. Wilson. They are ‘muck about’ and ‘put on airs’. What do you 
think she meant by those phrases? 

3. Since Michelle first landed in the mid-eighteen hundreds, Michelle has been worried. 
What happens in this chapter to increase her fears? How do you know? 

5. Occasionally, Michelle says something that is so obviously out of place that people 
question her and she has to try to explain, using language they will understand. In 
this chapter, there are two places where she slips up like that. Find them.  

6. On page 166, why does Michelle describe the store clerk’s face like this: ‘the spaces 
between his freckles filled with crimson’?  

7. The word ‘recesses’ on page 152 does not refer to the time elementary students get 
for free time during a school day. What does it mean in this context? 
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Chapter 11 
 
Prelude to reading: 
 
1. Vocabulary 
 
Copy these words in your journal leaving a line or two for the definition that most fits the 
use of the word in the story. 
 
nostalgic  tapers  luminescent interlude cantered tallow   
parchment  cherubs stipend  extravagance peckish giddy 
 
2.  What to think about as you read: 
 
In this chapter, Duncan introduces Michelle to a French family and you will find many 
French words and phrases you may not understand, although the author tried to give 
clues to their meanings in the conversations. Here is a list of them with a pronunciation 
key so you can read them easier. Using the clues given in the story, write out what you 
think the words mean, then check a French/English dictionary to see if you are right.  
*Keep in mind that the ‘n’ is a very nasal sound rather than that used in English and the 
‘r’ is rolled in a manner similar to the Scots. 
 
réveillon (ruh-vay-yohn*)  crèche (kresh)  mémère (muh-may)  
Parlez vous français (par-lay-voo fran*-say)  n’est pas (nes- pah) 
petit chou (puh-tee shoe)  Oncle (on*-cleh) trop aussi (tro-po-see) 
est elle mariée (eh-tell-mah-ree-ay)   s’enfants (suhn*- fan*)   
c’est après-midi ou vous dormirez dans vos patates (say-tah-pray-mid-ee oo voo dor-
me-ray dan* vo pah-tat)  tourtieres (tort-y-air)  famille (fam-ee-y)   
très beau (tray bo)   merci beaucoups (mare-see bo-coo) 
Joyeux Noël (jwah-you no-ell) mais oui (may we)  ma petite (mah puh-teet) 
à toi (ah twah) 
 
Comprehension Questions (after reading): 
 
1. Where were the Lettelliers before they returned to their home? Can you name the 

church that would have been there at that time? Find it on a city map. 
2. Describe Gilbert’s attitude towards Michelle and marriage. Denis expressed a similar 

attitude. Is this common in today’s society? If you believe it is, tell how you know this. 
If you believe today’s society believes something different, explain the differences 
between now and then. 

3. Besides the city in Saskatchewan, what would be in a Saskatoon pie? Have you ever 
eaten a Saskatoon pie, or jelly? Did you like it? 

4. Duncan described a typical Christmas from his Scottish past. How does it differ from 
the traditions of Michelle’s family? How does it differ from the Lettelliers? How are 
Duncan’s traditions similar to Michelle’s and the Lettelliers? Point form is fine. 
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Chapter 12 
 
Prelude to reading: 
 
1. Vocabulary 
 
Copy these words in your journal leaving a line or two for the definition that most fits the 
use of the word in the story. 
 
barrage   sumptuous trepidation skewered doting  indisposed 
intoxicating pretentious simpering blatherskite sanctuary tranquillity  
furtively  dilation  summarily squeamish traipsed 
 
2. What to think about as you read: 
 
This chapter will give you a pretty good idea about how the residents in and around 
Lower Fort Garry celebrated during the winter holiday season. Notice that I did not say 
‘Christmas season’, because not everyone has the same beliefs. As you read, pay 
attention to some of the ways the pioneers celebrated. If you have any traditions that you 
and your family celebrate at this time of year, think about how they differ from those 
described in this chapter and how they may be similar.   
 
Comprehension Questions (after reading): 
 
1. In a paragraph or two, compare the pioneer traditions described in this chapter to 

those you and your family celebrate. If you do not have celebrations that coincide 
with this holiday season, tell what you do with your family during the winter school 
break. 

2. When Michelle began her entries in her new diary, what did she use? How does that 
differ from things we write with, today? 

3. If you were Michelle writing in a diary, what are some of the things you would write 
about your experiences so far? Describe, in your own words, five things that 
happened in the book, but write them out as if they had happened to you using 
words like I, me, we. 

5. What did the residents of Lower Fort Garry use as a refrigerator/freezer? How is it 
different than today’s methods? What is their ‘freezer’ used as today? 

6. Something happened to Duncan’s trap line. What was it? Who was responsible and 
why did he/she do it? 

7. What happened to Doctor Buchanan in this chapter? What was Michelle afraid would 
happen to him? How did she help him recover? What might happen if he continues 
to drink too much? 

8. In this chapter, Elizabeth Wellington stirred up more trouble. What did she do to 
annoy Michelle? 
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Chapter 13 
 
1. Vocabulary 
 
In this chapter you will come across the term ‘capots’. A capot is a knee-length hooded 
overcoat originally worn by French sailors in wet weather. It did not have buttons, only a 
sash to close it. The early capots were made of wool, linen, leather, and sometimes, 
beaver pelts. In the eighteen hundreds they were made of blanket material. Capots 
became a popular trade item among the Micmac tribe of the Atlantic. Soon, French 
settlers adopted this type of attire until it became quite fashionable in the sixteen and 
seventeen hundreds and later was standard attire for the voyageurs. 
 
Copy these words in your journal leaving a line or two for the definition that most fits the 
use of the word in the story. 
 
bile      formaldehyde dissection      fortitude  innards   
mustered     homage  sequestered      sacrilegious arthritic   
scrawl  

 
2. What to think about as you read: 
 
Consider all the things that Michelle has done during the course of the story. Think about 
how you would have reacted to such an adventure. 
 
Comprehension Questions (after reading): 
 
1. The original people of our nation had great respect for their environment. In this 

chapter, what does Bear do while checking his traps that shows his respect for the 
natural world? How does Michelle feel about helping him empty his trap line? What 
else must she do to fulfil her duty? How did she manage to complete the tasks set out 
for her? 

2. How does Michelle feel about Bear leaving with the voyageurs? Find the parts of the 
chapter that show how she feels. 

3. What makes Michelle feel she needs to go home? What does she do? Is she 
successful? 

4. If you were Jason or Michelle’s parents, would you believe her when she said she 
travelled back in time? Why or why not? 

5. What important thing does she learn at the end of the book? Does this information 
change how she feels about her experience at Lower Fort Garry? 

6. If you were the author, would you have ended the story the same way? How else 
could she have ended the story? Do you think there is more to Michelle’s story that 
needs to be told? Why or why not? 

 
 

 


